
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of activities coordinator. We appreciate you taking the time to review
the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the
qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for activities coordinator

Promotes school events and excursions and designs advertising posters,
flyers
Maintains and updates Student Activities webpage(s) content on a regular
basis, ensuring accuracy of information
Fiscal responsibility for assigned budget and ensures expenses are
appropriate, advising Manager of excessive expenses
Arrange for school-wide events such as nightclub parties, student
orientations and graduation ceremonies
Assist in the planning and scheduling the events for all organizations within
the community, private parties where the community’s facilities are being
used
In cooperation with unit treatment team, coordinates activities with residents
to provide a constantly safe and therapeutic environment
Facilitates and enhances therapeutic treatment and quality of life through
promotion and coordination of teamwork in the milieu
Provides and coordinates age and comprehension –appropriate programs to
individual residents and groups in the milieu to improve or maintain physical
functioning and social interaction skills in the milieu
Observes and documents pertinent information regarding residents’
condition and treatment progress
Attends appropriate meetings and conferences to contribute information and
progress reports for use in treatment team planning
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Demonstrated proficiency in organizing and coordinating large functions and
gatherings
Has a work permit in Australia
Sitting * Standing * Walking * Climbing * Lifting up to 50+ pounds * Pulling *
Pushing * Carrying * Grasping * Reaching * Bending * Visual Acuity * Color
Determination * Speaking * Listening
Basic knowledge of Hawaii
Creative & energetic
1-3 years experience in a recreational activities role


